®
Tools, Technique, and Team
From aviation accidents to medical mistakes - we build
Trajectories models to help you prevent adverse outcomes

A nurse delivers the wrong medication to a patient

Trajectories can help you produce better outcomes
There are many management tactics
available to you as a leader. You can conduct
safety huddles, encouraging your team to
produce better outcomes. You can hire an
outside consulting firm who will give you a
one-size fits all set of employee initiatives,
from safety first to zero tolerance and zero
harm, in the hope that employees can find
their own way to better outcomes.

A pilot narrowly avoids a mid-air collision

A zookeeper leaves the tiger enclosure unsecured

and determine its functional fitness. Can
it meet your goals, both qualitatively and
quantitatively? Then, we collaborate with
you to improve employees’ decision-making
process within your unique socio-technical
system. Does your system facilitate behavioral
choices that uphold company values? Does
it limit self-interested behavior?

Finally, our team will help you understand
However, those techniques often fail to deliver where and how to measure system
on their promises, potentially even creating a performance. What are the critical system
new set of problems. Our philosophy offers a outputs, and the critical choices that serve
different approach, helping you fix problems, as proof that your system is working as
one class of outcome at a time. We help you designed?
critically consider the design of the system

A human resource manager deliberately avoids hiring women

An electrical power worker goes hands on with an energized line
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THE TRAJECTORIES PROCESS
TOOLS

Now, we caution that our tools and techniques are not for the faint of heart or for those who are
only interested in being “seen” to take action. Our risk modeling methodology requires work
from both of us. The results may suggest substantial system re-design, or a different focus
for your line managers. Yet, when the work is complete, you will have made progress toward
better organizational outcomes.

Our proprietary software addresses a growing need in
industry for a hands-on approach to solving real-world
problems with practical and actionable interventions

TECHNIQUES
Improving outcomes involves identifying active failures
and creating effective defenses. At the center of this
type of modeling are:
• Qualitative and quantitative system assessments
• Qualitative and quantitative behavioral assessments

TEAM
Through careful selection and skills development, our
Trajectories team are leading industry experts in:
• Human factors
• Neuroscience
• Psychology
• Systems engineering

®
Trajectories Software
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98

RESULTS
Ground damage incidents reduced by
94% at a major airline
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Logbook incidents reduced by 90% at a
major airline

Heavy maintenance installation errors
reduced by 50% at a major airline
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AVIATION

MANUFACTURING

Purchasing order errors reduced by
98% within a large manufacturing
company

Product transfer errors reduced by 50%
within a large manufacturing company

Accidents requiring clinical care reduced
by 26% within a large manufacturing
company
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Vehicle-in-reverse accidents reduced by
82% at a major utility company
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Surgically retained foreign objects
reduced by 99% at a large hospital

Medication errors reduced by 95% at a
large hospital

Line of fire incidents reduced by 50% at a
major utility company

Delay in diagnosis/treatment of sepsis
events reduced by 90% at a large health
system
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Injurious falls reduced by 52% at a large
health system

UTILITY & POWER
Electrical contact events reduced by 50%
at a major utility company

Injurious falls reduced by 27% in long
term care facilities
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CASE STUDIES
Case Study 2 - Runway Incursions

Case Study 1 - Mislabeled Specimens

93

%

In 2010, the South Carolina Hospital Association sought to reduce the number of
mislabeled blood specimens in their member hospitals. Unfortunately, it is not a
particularly rare event that Patient A’s blood vial will have Patient B’s label affixed,
despite hospitals’ preventative efforts. Previous efforts included adding more safety
checks in the process with the belief that there were simply too few checks in place to
catch the error. In addition, they focused on punishing the bad apples – those nurses
and phlebotomists who produced mis-labeled blood specimens. Punish those who
create the harm, that’ll surely work, right?

To help produce a better outcome around mislabeled specimens, we offered our risk
modeling services, guaranteeing a reduction in mislabeled specimens by 90% in 90 days.
One major caveat included the stipulation that the results were published, regardless
of success or failure. To achieve these results, our risk modeling team worked on-site
with two phlebotomists, two nurses, and two quality specialists. Trajectories analysis
and intervention implementation resulted in achieving a 93% reduction in mis-labeled
specimens in 90 days. The main interventions involved cutting the confirmation task in half,
adding one critical step, and gaining commitment from the organization that nurses and
phlebotomists would no longer be disciplined for outcomes they did not intend.
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In coordination with the local Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) office, we
worked with a major airline to reduce the risk of runway incursions. Our team
focused upon three runway incursion events involving aircraft technicians
conducting maintenance taxi operations. Using the Trajectories tool and
techniques, we collaborated with aircraft technicians to understand and build
a predictive model describing the risk paths that would lead to the undesired
outcome of having an aircraft cross an active runway. Within this analysis, we
evaluated workload, time critical tasks, airport specific peculiarities, and the
choices being made within this operational activity. From the Trajectories
analysis, we identified five interventions related to monitoring of radio
traffic, and clearly identifying right and left seat tasks. After intervention
implementation, our client achieved a 98% reduction in risk.
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®

952-283-0525
900 NW 6th St #202,
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311
For more information, please contact us at
clientrelations@trajectoriescompany.com, or visit us online at
www.trajectoriescompany.com

